
Decision no. 74 
  

of the Rector of the University of Silesia in Katowice of 30 May 2017 on fees for 

educational services to be paid by foreign students who begin fee-based programmes for 

teaching cycles starting in the 2017/2018 academic year.  
  

Under article 99, paragraph 2 of the Higher Education Act of 27 July 2005 (consolidated text, 

Journal of Laws 2016, item 1842 as amended), § 17 of the regulation of the Minister of 

Science and Higher Education of 12 October 2006 on foreigners undertaking and pursuing 

studies and trainings and their participation in scientific research and development activities 

(consolidated text, Journal of Laws 2016, item 1501), § 2 of the resolution of the Senate of the 

University of Silesia in Katowice of 22 March 2016 on the principles of charging fees for 

educational services and on the procedure and conditions of reducing these fees for foreign 

students undertaking studies on conditions other than those applicable to Polish citizens and 

for exempting such foreign students from these fees, I decide the following:  

 

 

§ 1 
 

1. Foreign students who undertake fee-based studies shall pay fees for first and second cycle 

studies, long-cycle Master full-time and part-time degree programmes in Polish and 

English, for teaching cycles beginning in the 2017/2018 academic year in the amounts 

specified in Appendix 1 to this decision.  

2. Foreign students who undertake fee-based studies shall pay fees for full-time or part-time 

PhD study programmes in Polish and English, for teaching cycles beginning in the 

2017/2018 academic year in the amounts specified in Appendix 2 to this decision.  

3. Foreign students who undertake fee-based studies shall pay the fees for ECTS points on 

full-time and part-time first-cycle studies, second-cycle studies, long-cycle Master degree 

programmes and PhD study programmes in Polish and in foreign languages, for teaching 

cycles beginning in the 2017/2018 academic year in the amounts specified in Appendix 3 

to this decision.  

 

 

§ 2 
 

1. Foreigners who undertake postgraduate programmes, retraining courses and the 

preparatory course to study in Polish shall pay fees in the amount specified in the 

calculation of these programmes and courses.  

2. The fees for foreigners pursuing a scientific or artistic placement, a specialisation 

training, work placements and other forms of instruction shall be decided by the Rector 

on the basis of an individual calculation prepared by the faculty or another non-faculty 

unit. The fees shall include the costs of tuition and organising the foreigner’s stay and are 

subject to the Bursar’s approval.   

3. The principles of determining fees for the so-called ‘partial studies’, i.e. a period of 

instruction which does not cover the entire instruction cycle and for repeating classes due 

to unsatisfactory results are specified in resolution 552 of the Senate of the University of 

Silesia in Katowice of 22 March 2016 on the principles of charging fees for educational 

services and on the procedure and conditions of reducing these fees for foreign students 

undertaking studies on conditions other than those applicable to Polish citizens and for 

exempting such foreign students from these fees.  



§ 3 
 

1. The amount of the fee specified in the appendix can be modified if a large group of 

foreigners declares the willingness to undertake studies or other forms of instruction at 

the University, thus making it necessary to start additional classes.   

2. The Rector decides the amount of the fee specified in paragraph 1 on the basis of a 

calculation of tuition costs prepared by the faculty or another non-faculty unit approved 

by the Bursar.  

 

 

§ 4 
 

The amount of fees for carrying out the doctor degree award procedure outside doctoral 

studies, for a habilitation fellowship and for carrying out a habilitation procedure without a 

habilitation fellowship shall be decided by the Rector separately.   

  

 

§ 5 
 

For issues not governed by this decision the provisions of the regulation of the Minister of 

Science and Higher Education of 12 October 2006 on foreigners undertaking and pursuing 

studies and trainings and their participation in scientific research and development activities 

(consolidated text, Journal of Laws 2016, item 1501) shall apply.  

 

 

§ 6 
 

The decision enters into force on the day of signature and concerns the fees for instruction 

cycles starting in the 2017/2018 academic year.  
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